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•

We test SLAM framework with asteroid explorer Hayabusa-2
for asteroid shape estimation using monocular images.

Problem setting and solution
We have 2D positions of landmarks y as observation.

Synthetic data

•

Three types of unknowns to be estimated, rather than two
in a standard SLAM:

•

pose?

navigation, guidance, control

•

shape?

-

Landmarks’ positions z (asteroid’s shape)

-

Asteroid’s rotation axis r

-

Relative poses x

-

Asteroid is rotating (axis is uncertain
only
.
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-

Spacecraft is also moving slightly at home position (~20km away).

-

Shading is harsh due to lack of scattering light (now out-of-scope).

rotation qr, noise qvk
- camera movement vk ~ N(0, Q)
xk = f (xk 1 , qr ) · qvk + vk
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the shape model, we specifically use

boulders. These points were converted to a poly- in (11). Here we primarily discuss the presence
gon model with about 3- of resolution (Fig. 1). and distribution of facets on Itokawa.
The surface of Itokawa appears to have a
The total number of polygons was 4285. The
model revealed the following shape proper- polyhedral angular structure, with each face of
ties: a surface area of 0.393 km2; a volume of the angular structure called a facet, although for the polyhedral angular structure, as is often
1.84 ! 10j2 km3 with a 5% margin of error; their scales (G100 m) are much smaller than used to describe similar structures on asteroids
the size along three axes of 535, 294, and 209 m those observed on other asteroids (12). Most (Fig. 3). This kind of structure is difficult to
with a 1-m margin of error; and a bounding facets are relatively flat, although a few have recognize only from a single image, mostly
box size shown to be 550 ! 298 ! 244 m with a shallow concavity. These facets are divided by because of the randomly-distributed boulders of
1-m margin of error. The spin period of Itokawa gently elevated boundary zones consisting of various sizes. However, circular depressions, most
was 12.132 hours. The volume precision of polyhedron edges (12). Figure 3 shows the of which would be impact craters, can be
Itokawa was controlled by ambiguity of per- boundaries of the facets and large blocks as 3 identified as specific and isolated patterns. The
spective, and those of other parameters were broken lines. Although the facets are distributed process that created these facets seem different
controlled by measuring the lengths on the im- globally on Itokawa, they are more abundant at from that which made the craters. If facets are
ages. The shape model was formed mainly with both ends of the long axis (the head and tail craters, their sequential order of impacts can be
stereogrammetry. Previous shapes of Itokawa_s of the body). The most remarkable feature of reconstructed by observing the relationship
envelope are consistent with AMICA images, the head is its completely faceted surface. At the among their emplacements. The appearance of a
but detailed features such as the boomerang- end of the body is the largest facet named BLittle craterlike and isolated feature, such as the Little
shaped bending were hard to identify before the Woomera.[ Although we may include the faceted Woomera, shows the most recent impact feature.
rendezvous. Predictions from previous research area as part of the rough terrain, the abundance of Although the head is entirely covered with facets,
with ground-based observations proved to be large boulders 10 or more meters in diameter all of these facets are distinguishable from
consistent with this result except for the length showed that the Little Woomera facet has fewer obvious craters or circular depressions. On the
of z, the minimum principal axis (5, 7–9), boulders than found on other rough terrains. other hand, all facets adjoining the two smooth
with the most accurate estimations observed by Traditional facets show the same behavior (13). terrains, Sagamihara, and the Muses Sea, are
a satellite with a thermal infrared surveyor (10). Some facet boundaries are brighter in reflectance separated abruptly like coast lines, which are
One of the most remarkable features of the as well (11). The rim of the Little Woomera, boundaries between rough and smooth terrains.
global shape seems to be two parts, a small Bhead[ which probably resulted from an impact, is one This relationship suggests that the smooth terrains
may be regolithic extensions over the rough
with a large Bbody.[ These two parts show a of the most distinct bright zones on Itokawa.
boomerang-shaped figure that seems to be
separated by a constricted Bneck[ region, landmarks,
which direction of spin axis and rotation phase information. The attitude of the spacecraft and the image
data of ONC are decoded and extracted from the telemetry. The simulated and anticipated shape and
has a concave ring feature (Figs. 1 and 2).
The
landmarks are overlaid on the raw image. The operator changes the position of spacecraft by the sliders so that
northern depression of the ring is 20 m inthedepth
simulated landmarks and rims align with the actual image. This process requires only 2 or 3 minuts.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 are the screen shots of this tool, landmark matching and rim matching. We call this
and 60 to 120 m in width. The steep slope
on
GCP-NAV. GCP (Global Control Points) is a name of the landmark tracker we defined. You see the 3 slide
the head side of the depression has landslide
bars in right-top. These are corresponding to the position of the spacecraft. The resolution of the slider is set to
1 meter. Simulated landmarks are shown as green points with each unique ID label. When the operator drags
materials at the bottom (Fig. 2). The southeastthe slide bars, the simulated position of the GCPs are re-computed interactively.
ern part of the neck is buried with regolithic
materials that form part of the Muses Sea, but
the steep slope of the head side is continuous to
the Shirakami region (Fig. 3). Angles between
the long axes of both parts show 24- around the
z axis and 26- around the y axis. Itokawa has a
considerable concave area, which cannot be
projected to the spherical coordinates of geodetic longitude and latitude. The size of the
ellipsoid fitted to the body shows 490 ! 310 !
260 m, and that to the head shows 230 ! 200 !
Figure 5 Data Flow Diagram of GCP-NAV
180 m with a 10-m margin of error. A normal
vector of the ring_s plane to the x axis shows
rotations of 7- around the z axis and –20around the y axis. This constricted ring structure
z(n)
with related features implies that Itokawa may
k
have been formed from the collision of two asteroids (Figs. 2 and 3) (2).
k
The surface of Itokawa was classified via
stereogrammetric observation of images obtained
z(n)
mostly from an altitude of 7 km and a resolution
r
k
of 0.7 m per pixel Ehome position (2)^. Stereol=2
grammetrically derived surface textures with Fig. 1. Three views of Itokawa’s shape model and a detailed cross section along the equator. The z direction
k
reliefs enabled geologic classification and region is north of Itokawa, and the x direction is the prime meridian. The most substantial structure is two pieces
splitting in Fig. 3, as well as the identification of (head and body) separated by a circular concave structure (neck). To help guide the eye, a headward slope
rough/smooth terrains and facets, large boulders, of the neck is colored in yellow; this region is defined by surface texture of deposits and mass movements
r (named
and major depressed areas. Characteristics of the derived from the head. A quasi-eyeballed feature of southern polar region shows a local hill
l=2
boulders and rough/smooth terrains are discussed Yatsugatake in Fig. 3) surrounded by the deposits, but the hill might be an emplacement.
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Previous mission: Hayabusa
•

r

•

qr

9

Landmarks are scattered on sphere with single-axis rotation.
We observed landmarks on foreground with slightly moving
camera.

z

Estimated
landmarks

Process model
-

What should be considered?

Experiments

•

rotation axis?

images

6, 7

Rendezvous procedure of previous explorer Hayabusa needed
a heavy workload on operators.

Rendezvous procedure [Demura+ 06, Shirakawa+ 06]

1. Tracking of landmarks (from >200 images)
- to estimate axis and epipolar geometry.
- Operators manually tracked on no sleep!

2. Shape estimation
- using limb proﬁle & multi-view stereo,
- manually fusing info. of landmarks, STT, …
3. Approach (to ~500m)
- taking an image every 10 minutes,
- manually tracking landmarks w/ GUI.
4. Final descent using target markers
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➡ Our goal is to automate 1.-3.1348and give operators
sleep!

•

n-th landmark in k-th image
xk = fw(x
) · qvk + vk
noise
k N(0,
1 , qr R)
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k-th image

Asteroid mock-up

(k+1)-th image

yk+1
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•

Images of mock-up taken under
condition equivalent to Hayabusa-2
at 23.59km from the target asteroid.

•

Landmark selection:

Expectation conditional maximization (ECM) [Meng&Rubin 93]
-

optimizes parameters conditioned on the others in M-step.

Algorithm of ECM-SLAM
1. Initialization
2. E-step
- auxiliary particle ﬁltering
to estimate p(xk | y1:k)

min

X

(n)

||yk

h E[xk ], z(n) ||22

⇣
⌘
(n)
h E[xk ], z
||2
f (E[xl 1 ], qr ) ||222

X (n)
4. M-step
minX(2)
||yk
min
||E[x
l]
- optimize r conditioned on z
min

X

||E[xl ]

-

rotation axis

3. M-step (1)
- optimize z conditioned on r
⇣
⌘

f (E[xl

2
1 ], qr ) ||2

5. Iterate 2.-4. until convergence

-
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relative pose

observed
landmarks

+Y

Estimated
landmarks

Extract SIFT keypoints.

300

200

Select robust keypoints.
Result of shape estimation:

•
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-

RMSE ~ 1.8 cm (mockup ~ 43 cm)

-

If diameter is 1km, this equals to
approx. 40m. (still large for use)
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Motivation: SLAM with Hayabusa-2
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Future work
landmarks’ position

N number of landmarks
k timestamp

•
•
•

Modeling asteroid’s dynamics
- This work deals only with the kinematics
Modeling spacecraft’s dynamics
Integrating dense shape estimation
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